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Relaxation times and morphological information are fundamental magnetic resonance imaging-derived metrics of the human brain
that reflect the status of the underlying tissue. Magnetic resonance fingerprinting (MRF) enables simultaneous acquisition of T1 and
T2 maps inherently aligned to the anatomy, allowing whole-brain relaxometry and morphometry in a single scan. In this study, we
revealed the feasibility of 3D MRF for simultaneous brain structure-wise morphometry and relaxometry. Comprehensive test–retest
scan analyses using five 1.5-T and three 3.0-T systems from a single vendor including different scanner types across 3 institutions
demonstrated that 3D MRF-derived morphological information and relaxation times are highly repeatable at both 1.5 T and 3.0 T.
Regional cortical thickness and subcortical volume values showed high agreement and low bias across different field strengths. The
ability to acquire a set of regional T1, T2, thickness, and volume measurements of neuroanatomical structures with high repeatability
and reproducibility facilitates the ability of longitudinal multicenter imaging studies to quantitatively monitor changes associated
with underlying pathologies, disease progression, and treatments.
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Introduction
Relaxation times and morphological information are
fundamental magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-derived
metrics of the human brain. Longitudinal (T1) and
transverse (T2) relaxation times are the dominating
factors of MRI signals and are intrinsic tissue-specific
parameters that may relate to pathologic conditions at
the cellular level (Seiberlich et al. n.d., online resource;
Tofts 2003). Brain morphological parameters such as
the cortical thickness and volumes of brain structures
are fundamental properties of the human brain, which
reflect pathologic conditions at the tissue-organ level.
Changes in the relaxation time, cortical thickness,
and volume of brain structures have specific patterns
during development, aging, and various neurological

and neuropsychiatric disorders (Vrenken et al. 2006;
Sabuncu et al. 2016; Hagiwara et al. 2021): for instance,
temporal epilepsy is characterized by the volume loss
and T2 elongation of the hippocampus, and Alzheimer’s
disease is characterized by volume losses in the tem-
poral and parietal lobes. Detecting these patterns in
neuroanatomically meaningful brain regions enables
objective characterization of the subject.

Tissue-specific relaxation times and morphological
information individually reflect the status of the
underlying tissue; however, their combination can
help improve patient assessment. While the combined
analysis of relaxometry and morphometry has been
applied to tasks including automatic detection and
quantification of lesions and regional brain structures
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(Pell et al. 2004; Knight et al. 2019), relaxometry and
structural imaging are usually acquired independently.
Multiple separate scans require longer imaging times,
unavoidably leading to problems such as misalignment.

Magnetic resonance fingerprinting (MRF) is a new
framework that rapidly and simultaneously acquires T1

and T2 maps (Ma et al. 2013). The maps are pattern-
matched using time-efficient frameworks performed in
a single scan rather than performing separate scans
for each relaxation map. These quantitative maps can
be used to calculate images with different contrast,
including structural T1-weighted images. Because all
relaxation time maps and images are acquired from a
single scan, the information regarding the relaxation
times is inherently aligned to the anatomy, eliminating
misregistration. Furthermore, 3D whole-brain scans can
now be performed within 10 min, thus enabling it to
be performed in a clinically acceptable time (Cao et al.
2019; Ma et al. 2019; Gómez et al. 2020). In addition to
the inherently aligned maps, whole-brain MRF scans in
high-resolution and 3D can provide relaxation times and
morphological information in a single scan.

The repeatability and reproducibility of quantitative
imaging techniques necessitate evaluation, as quantita-
tive imaging relies on the acquisition of data using mul-
tiple scanners across multiple institutions that can be
subsequently pooled for analysis. Hence, for multicenter
studies, it is critical to determine the device-related vari-
ations in detecting meaningful biological changes. Previ-
ous studies have shown that 2D MRF provides relaxation
maps with high repeatability and reproducibility in both
phantoms (Jiang et al. 2017; Buonincontri et al. 2019; Kato
et al. 2019; Korzdorfer, Kirsch, et al. 2019; Shridhar Konar
et al. 2021) and the human brain (Buonincontri et al. 2019;
Korzdorfer, Kirsch, et al. 2019). However, studies focusing
on the repeatability and reproducibility of MRF have been
mainly performed in a voxel-wise manner or a limited
number of regions of interest. Few studies have analyzed
the brain structure-wise morphometry and relaxometry
using MRF, despite their importance (Korzdorfer, Kirsch,
et al. 2019; Fujita et al. 2020).

This study aimed to demonstrate the feasibility of 3D
MRF-based simultaneous relaxometry and morphometry
of the human brain structures. The repeatability and
reproducibility of these parameters in various regions
of the brain were evaluated in healthy volunteers using
scan–rescan tests on different scanners across multiple
institutions with different magnetic field strengths.

Materials and methods
This is a secondary analysis of the data prospectively
collected for an international multicenter study (Buon-
incontri et al. 2020). The previous article dealt with
the relaxation times in a voxel-wise manner, whereas
in this manuscript, we expand on this by performing
segmentation-based relaxometry and morphometry. All
data from the previous article were used. This study

was approved by the institutional review board at each
institution. Written informed consent was obtained from
all participants prior to the scan.

Study design
Healthy volunteers underwent 3D MRF test–retest ses-
sions at 8 sites between September and October 2019.
Data were obtained using five 1.5-T and three 3.0-T
scanners with different platforms across 3 institutions
(Table 1). Each “x” in Table 1 indicates a test–retest ses-
sion. For each site, the participants were removed from
the scanner after the first 3D MRF scan and repositioned
before the 3D MRF rescan. The pulse sequence and recon-
struction pipeline were the same for all acquisitions.

MRF acquisition and reconstruction
We used inversion-prepared 3D steady-state free pre-
cession MRF implementation (Jiang et al. 2015; Gómez
et al. 2020) with a variable flip angle schedule for
T1 and T2 quantification (see Supplementary Fig. E1a).
This acquisition was previously validated in phantoms
against gold standard references and is reported in
detail by Gómez et al. (2020). The flip angle schedule
consisted of an ascending and descending ramp with a
70◦ maximum flip angle (see Supplementary Fig. E1b).
Echo time (0.5 ms) and repetition time (11 ms) were kept
constant during the acquisition. The k-space sampling
was performed using a 3D spiral projection trajectory
(Cao et al. 2019) with a single interleave for each frame.
Each frame included a spoiler gradient along the z-axis,
achieving a 4-π dephasing across a voxel. The other
trajectory parameters were as follows: field of view,
225 × 225 × 225 mm; matrix size, 200 × 200 × 200; spatial
resolution, 1.125-mm isotropic (voxel resolution); and
acquisition time, 9 min 3 s for both 1.5 T and 3.0 T.

The data were reconstructed as follows: the k-space
data were initially compressed using singular-value
decomposition as proposed by (McGivney et al. 2014),
retaining the first 10 subspace coefficients. Subsequently,
singular-value decomposition-compressed images were
obtained for each coil by nonuniform Fourier transform
(Fessler 2007). The first subspace coefficient for each
coil was used to estimate the coil sensitivity profiles
as described by (Walsh et al. 2000). Lastly, data from
each coil were combined, and T1 and T2 quantitative
maps were retrieved by inner-product pattern matching
(Ma et al. 2013) with a precomputed dictionary of signal
evolutions. Dictionary entries were generated using the
extended phase graph formalism (Weigel 2015), with
T1 values ranging from 20 to 3000 ms (10-ms steps)
and 3000 to 5000 ms (200-ms steps) and T2 values
ranging from 10 to 300 ms (2-ms steps) and 300 to
500 ms (50-ms step). MRF-derived quantitative maps
were postprocessed voxel-wise to generate synthetic
contrast-weighted images using the following equations:

S = 1 − 2e(−TI/T1),
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Table 1. Matrix of participants and scanning devices.

Scanner no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Scanner type MR750 Signa Artist HDxt HDxt MR450 MR450w MR750 Signa Artist
Field strength 3.0 T 1.5 T 3.0 T 1.5 T 1.5 T 1.5 T 3.0 T 1.5 T
Head channels 8 12 8 8 12 12 12 12
Subject 1 x x
Subject 2 x x x x x x x x
Subject 3 x x x x x x x x
Subject 4 x x x x
Subject 5 x x x x
Subject 6 x x
Subject 7 x x x x x x x x
Subject 8 x x x x
Subject 9 x x x x x x x x
Subject 10 x x
Subject 11 x x x x
Subject 12 x x x x

Note: All scanners were manufactured by GE healthcare.

where S is the output signal of T1-weighted image, T1 is
the T1 value obtained using MRF, and TI is the inversion
time virtually set to 1,300 ms.

S = e(−TE/T2),

where S is the output signal of T2-weighted image, T2

is the T2 value obtained using MRF, and TE is the echo
time virtually set to 100 ms.

The effects of transmitter inhomogeneities (B1+) were
not included in the model. All maps and contrast-
weighted images were reviewed by an experienced
radiologist to identify any possible brain abnormality,
truncation, ringing, aliasing, and chemical shift artifacts
or any other image quality degradation such as spike
noise, signal nonuniformity, banding, and blurring (Zhuo
and Gullapalli 2006).

Structural parcellation and calculation of
regional quantitative metrics
The main postprocessing steps are illustrated in Fig. 1.
The MRF-derived T1-weighted images were imported into
an automated brain parcellation software generating
subject-specific neuroanatomical parcellation. We did
not perform any MRF-based tissue segmentations. For
cortical and white matter structures, FreeSurfer (version
6.0) (Fischl 2012) was used to determine the regional cor-
tical thickness for each representative neuroanatomical
region in the Desikan–Killiany atlas (Desikan et al. 2006).
Subcortical structures were parcellated using FSL FIRST
(version 6.0.0) (Patenaude et al. 2011) due to a previous
study demonstrating the unreliability of FreeSurfer
when parcellating subcortical structures (Dale et al.
1999). FreeSurfer and FIRST were chosen because these
are the most widely accepted software solutions to
parcellate neuroanatomical regions from brain MRI
scans. The output mask of FreeSurfer, initially in the
Talairach space, was processed using the mri_label2vol
(https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/FsAnat-to-
NativeAnat) function to recoordinate to the individual

subject space. The output masks of the FSL FIRST are in
the individual subject space without any postprocessing.
These subject-specific parcellation binary masks were
directly applied to T1 and T2 maps to obtain median
relaxation times for each corresponding neuroanatomi-
cal region. Following the evaluation procedure of a previ-
ous study (Korzdorfer, Kirsch, et al. 2019), median values
were used here to mitigate the effect of outliers due to
minor missegmentation. Although visual inspections
for major missegmentations were performed, perfect
segmentation was difficult, given the complex structure
of the cortex. Small missegmentations—especially in
the cortical structures—will lead to the inclusion of
extremely large T1 and T2 values originating from the
CSF in the VOI, resulting in outliers, which will hinder the
evaluation. Bilateral regional values were first averaged
for each scan and then used for subsequent analysis.

Statistical analysis
Repeatability and reproducibility variations were esti-
mated using the within-subject coefficient of variation
(wCV, standard deviation [SD] of T1 or T2 measures
divided by their mean) at 1.5 T and 3.0 T. To evaluate the
scan-rescan intrascanner repeatability, wCV was calcu-
lated in each brain region between the test and retest, for
each scanner and subject. To evaluate the interscanner
reproducibility, wCV was calculated in each brain region
between the test scans across scanners (rescan data
were discarded because in clinical settings, only a single
scan is available) for each subject. Lower wCVs indicate
less variance and thus, higher performance. Bland–
Altman plots were used to demonstrate intrascanner
repeatability and interscanner reproducibility by eval-
uating agreement and bias between scans (Bland and
Altman 1986). For morphological metrics (i.e. cortical
thickness and subcortical volume), interfield-strength
reproducibility was also assessed using wCV and Bland–
Altman plots. Since relaxation times depend on the
static magnetic field strength, no comparison between
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Fig. 1. Schematic showing the postprocessing to calculate brain structure-wise T1, T2, cortical thickness, and subcortical volume values from 3D MRF
maps. MRF-derived T1 maps are postprocessed voxel-wise to generate synthetic T1-weighted images (left). These MRF-derived T1-weighted images are
imported into the automated brain parcellation software to generate subject-specific neuroanatomical parcellation (bottom). These subject-specific
parcellation masks are directly applied to the T1 and T2 maps to obtain median relaxation times for each corresponding neuroanatomical region (top).

the fields was performed. The wCV was calculated for
each brain region for each subject using the average
value across sites for each magnetic field strength.
The limit of agreement (LOA) was defined as the
mean ± 1.96 × SD. The LOA with the mean, assessing the
agreement with the mean among multiple observers, was
calculated for interscanner data. Intraclass correlation
coefficients were not used since the study population
was homogeneous.

Given the interscanner SD of measurement error,
sample size calculations can be conducted to estimate
the required sample size (number of subjects) needed
to detect a desired difference between the subject
groups. The number of subjects needed to detect a 10%
difference in measurement was calculated assuming a
statistical power of 0.9 with a 1-sided significance level of
0.05 (Machin et al. 2009). A 10% effect size, typical for this
type of study, was chosen based on a previous study by
(Thompson et al. 2003), which compared mean cortical
thickness between patients with Alzheimer’s disease
and control participants. The sample size analysis was
performed using the standard formula implemented
online (http://www.hedwig.mgh.harvard.edu/sample_
size/size.html).

All other statistical analyses were performed with R
v4.0.4 (R Core Team, Vienna, Austria; https://www.R-
project.org/) using the package tidyverse.

Results
This study included 12 healthy volunteers (10 males and
2 females; age range, 28–43 years). Among the 116 MRF
scans, 3 scans exhibited obvious signal nonuniformity,

consistent with individuals’ involuntary motions. The
remaining 113 scans (97.4%) passed the visual inspec-
tion and completed the automated parcellation pipeline
without error. No brain abnormality was reported in
any of the volunteers. Figure 2 shows an example of a
subject’s output of a 3D MRF T1 map, a T2 map, cortical
parcellations, and subcortical parcellations for 1.5 T and
3.0 T. Representative contrast-weighted images gener-
ated from the quantitative T1 and T2 maps are shown in
Supplementary Fig. E2.

Intrascanner repeatability of relaxation times
and brain morphology measured with 3D MRF
The intrascanner wCVs of regional T1, T2, and thickness
across all cortical structures at 1.5 T were 0.8 ± 0.2,
1.7 ± 0.5, and 2.1 ± 0.7%, respectively, whereas those at
3.0 T were 1.1 ± 0.3, 2.9 ± 0.6, and 2.5 ± 0.8%, respectively
(Fig. 3a). The wCVs of regional T1, T2, and volume across
all subcortical structures at 1.5 T were 0.6 ± 0.2, 1.8 ± 0.5,
and 3.3 ± 2.3%, respectively, whereas those at 3.0 T were
0.7 ± 0.2, 2.5 ± 0.3, and 3.1 ± 1.7%, respectively (Fig. 3b).
The wCVs of regional T1, T2, and volume across all
white matter structures at 1.5 T were 0.7 ± 0.4, 1.6 ± 0.5,
and 2.7 ± 1.3%, respectively, whereas those at 3.0 T
were 0.8 ± 0.7, 2.7 ± 0.7, and 5.8 ± 3.0%, respectively
(Supplementary Fig. E3). The intrascanner wCVs for each
cortical, subcortical, and white matter structure are
provided in Supplementary Figs. E4–E6, respectively. T2

showed higher wCV values compared with T1 in both
cortical and subcortical structures, regardless of the
magnetic field strength. Relatively high variations were
observed in the T1, T2, and volume of the frontal pole, and
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Fig. 2. Representative 3D MRF T1 and T2 maps and neuroanatomical parcellations of 3D MRF-derived T1-weighted images at 1.5 T and 3.0 T. Representa-
tive FreeSurfer labels created from automated parcellation of brain regions using 3D MRF-based T1-weighted images. Images and parcellations at 1.5 T
(left) and 3.0 T (right). Results of automated brain parcellations are overlaid on the 3D MRF-based T1-weighted images.

volumes of the entorhinal cortex, nucleus accumbens,
and amygdala.

Interscanner reproducibility of relaxation times
and brain morphology measured with 3D MRF
The interscanner wCVs of regional T1, T2, and thickness
of cortical structures across all 1.5-T scanners were
2.1 ± 0.7, 9.8 ± 1.6, and 3.3 ± 0.8%, respectively, whereas
those at 3.0 T were 3.1 ± 0.8, 8.7 ± 5.6, and 5.4 ± 2.1%,
respectively (Fig. 4a). The interscanner wCVs of regional
T1, T2, and volume of subcortical structures across all
1.5-T scanners were 1.6 ± 0.5, 10.5 ± 1.1, and 4.9 ± 2.5%,
respectively, whereas those at 3.0 T were 4.4 ± 1.6,
7.2 ± 2.2, and 8.8 ± 6.3%, respectively (Fig. 4b). The inter-
scanner wCVs of regional T1, T2, and volume of white
matter structures across all 1.5-T scanners were 1.4 ± 0.4,
10.6 ± 1.3, and 3.5 ± 1.3%, respectively, whereas those at

3.0 T were 6.8 ± 1.3, 7.8 ± 2.9, and 5.85 ± 3.6%, respectively
(Supplementary Fig. E7). The interscanner wCVs for each
cortical, subcortical, and white matter structure are
provided in Supplementary Figs. E8–E10, respectively.
The 3.0-T scanners showed higher interscanner wCVs
in T1 values of subcortical structures compared with
scanners operating at 1.5 T. To detect a 10% change in the
relaxation time and brain morphology with 3D MRF using
different scanners and assuming a statistical power of 0.9
with a 1-sided significance level of 0.05, a sample size of
1 was required for T1, 8 for T2, 3 for cortical thickness,
and 5 for volumes of subcortical structures.

Intrafield-strength reproducibility of cortical
thickness and volume of subcortical structures
The wCVs for cortical thickness and volume of subcor-
tical structures across all regions between 1.5 T and

https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/cercor/bhac096#supplementary-data
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Fig. 3. Intrascanner repeatability. (a) Intrascanner repeatability of T1, T2, and thickness of cortical regions. The scan-rescan within-subject coefficients
of variation (wCVs) of relaxation times and thickness of cortical structures acquired with three-dimensional MRF. The scan-rescan wCVs of regional
cortical thickness, T1, and T2 values are overlaid on an inflated brain surface. Bland–Altman plots showing scan-rescan variations of T1, T2, and thickness
in all cortical structures. (b) Intrascanner repeatability of T1, T2, and volume of subcortical structures. The scan-rescan wCVs of volume and relaxation
times on subcortical structures acquired using 3D MRF. Each subcortical structure is colored according to the regional wCV, and the brain surface is
transparent for visualization purposes. Bland–Altman plots showing scan-rescan variations of T1, T2, and volume in all subcortical structures. The limits
of agreement located at 1.96 × SDs of the distribution are plotted as dashed lines.

3.0 T were 5.5 ± 2.9 and 4.0 ± 1.6%, respectively (Fig. 5). No
bias was observed between measurements derived from
scanners operating at different magnetic field strengths.

Discussion
Imaging techniques that obtain consistent longitudinal
metrics across different scanners have become increas-
ingly important as large numbers of clinical radiology
studies move toward quantitative multicenter data. Here,
we showed the feasibility of 3D MRF-based simultaneous

relaxometry and morphometry of human brain struc-
tures and evaluated the repeatability and reproducibility
of relaxation times and morphological information on
brain structures using test–retest scans using 8 scanners
across 3 institutions. While voxel-wise evaluation is a
more comprehensive way to assess the variance of a
given imaging technique, brain structure-wise evalua-
tion in anatomically meaningful regions, as employed in
our study, facilitates clinical decision-making. The brain
structure-wise values for T1, T2, cortical thickness, and
subcortical volume showed high repeatability at both
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Fig. 4. Interscanner repeatability. (a) Interscanner reproducibility of T1, T2, and thickness of cortical regions. The wCVs of relaxation times and thickness
of cortical structures acquired with 3D MRF. The wCVs of T1, T2, and cortical thickness values are overlaid on an inflated brain surface. Bland–Altman
plots showing scan-rescan variations of T1, T2, and thickness in all cortical structures. (b) Interscanner reproducibility of T1, T2, and volume of subcortical
structures. The wCVs of relaxation times and volumes of subcortical structures acquired with 3D MRF. Each subcortical structure is colored according
to the regional wCV, and the brain surface is transparent for visualization purposes. Bland–Altman plots showing scan-rescan variations of T1, T2, and
volume in all subcortical structures. The limits of agreement with the mean are plotted as dashed lines.

1.5 T and 3.0 T, and regional cortical thickness and sub-
cortical volume values showed agreement across mag-
netic field strengths. The variation found in this study
can inform longitudinal and multicenter studies.

In general, the repeatability and reproducibility of T1

and T2 values were in line with the previous studies
using 3D MRF (Buonincontri et al. 2020; Fujita et al.
2020). While analysis provided similar results with the
previous study based on voxel-wise analysis (Buonin-
contri et al. 2020), our study focusing on segmentation-
based relaxometry and morphometry provides profiles
of the brain structures that could be directly used to
tackle neuroscientific or clinical questions. For example,

CVs are not uniform across brain structures and our
result revealed the CV for each brain structure. These
results are important in neuroscientific or clinical
studies, because in many cases, changes in a specific
brain structure is a primary consideration, and the CV
of that structure is critical to conduct a longitudinal
or large-scale multisite study. Comparing CVs across
studies needs caution due to different study designs
and cohorts; however, our values are comparable or
superior to those of other studies using quantitative
mapping techniques (Deoni et al. 2008; Landman et al.
2011). At both 1.5 T and 3.0 T, T2 values showed
lower repeatability compared with T1 values. This is
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Fig. 5. (a) Interfield-strength reproducibility of cortical thickness values. The scan-rescan wCVs of regional cortical thickness, T1, and T2 values are
overlaid on an inflated brain surface. (b) Interfield-strength reproducibility of volumes of subcortical structures. Each subcortical structure is colored
according to the regional wCV, and the brain surface is transparent for visualization purposes. The limits of agreement located at 1.96 × SD of the
distribution are plotted as red dashed lines.

consistent with the findings of previous studies that
evaluated the repeatability and reproducibility of MRF-
derived relaxation times in 3D (Buonincontri et al. 2020)
or 2D (Jiang et al. 2017; Buonincontri et al. 2019; Kato
et al. 2019; Korzdorfer, Kirsch, et al. 2019). Relatively low
T2 reproducibility at 3.0 T compared with that at 1.5 T
is consistent with the expected increased sensitivity to
B1+ variation at higher field strength. The effect of B1+
field was not included in the model for the present study.
Accounting for this effect in the signal model by using an
external B1+ map (Ma et al. 2018) or including the B1+
effect directly into the model (Buonincontri and Sawiak
2016; Cloos et al. 2016) could improve the reproducibility
of these measurements.

Several neuroanatomical regions, including the tem-
poral pole, entorhinal cortex, and pars orbitalis, showed
relatively high variation compared with other regions.
This tendency was consistent with a previous 3D MRF
report using a single scanner (Fujita et al. 2020). This
could be owing to B0 inhomogeneity (these regions are
close to the anterior cranial fossa with its apparent B0
inhomogeneity) or region size (small regions are prone
to parcellation errors since CV is defined as SD/mean
and small structures have large variations in the denom-
inator). In several brain parcellation studies based on

conventional structural imaging, inverse relationships
between structure size and the relative error of measured
cortical thickness were observed (Tustison et al. 2014;
Iscan et al. 2015). The range of cortical thickness values
(1.1–3.6 mm) obtained with 3D MRF was consistent with
both previous 3D T1-weighted imaging and postmortem
findings (Desikan et al. 2006; Iscan et al. 2015). The inter-
scanner variability of 3D MRF-derived cortical thickness
values and subcortical volumes showed small variances
with wCVs of <5%, corresponding to 0.10–0.15, which is
in the range reported by Han et al. (Han et al. 2006) for
healthy volunteers with average variability values of 0.15
and 0.17 mm for interscanner and cross-field strength
(1.5 vs. 3.0 T) comparisons, respectively. For simplicity,
cortical volume and surface area were not included in
our study; however, Iscan et al. (2015) reported that cor-
tical thickness is more sensitive to site differences than
these parameters. Therefore, the repeatability and repro-
ducibility of these metrics are probably similar or better
than those of cortical thickness.

The ability to acquire a set of regional T1, T2, thickness,
and volume measurements of neuroanatomical struc-
tures enhances objective brain evaluations to quantita-
tively monitor changes related to underlying patholo-
gies, disease progression, and treatments. Whole-brain
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3D MRF-based simultaneous relaxometry and morphom-
etry may provide profiles of the brain structures that
enable comparisons between patient and control groups.
For instance, our results in white matter structures show
that 3D MRF requires only 3 subjects to detect elevated T1

values in the normal-appearing white matter of patients
with multiple sclerosis (effect size, 6% (Vrenken et al.
2006); statistical power, 0.9; significance level, 1-sided
0.05). With a total imaging time of <10 min for whole-
brain 1.125-mm isotropic mapping, our approach serves
as a research tool and can be seamlessly integrated into
multicenter studies.

Several factors are known to cause variations in quan-
titative imaging, including the scanner type, operating
software, operator, and subject positioning (Bland and
Altman 1986; Obuchowski et al. 2015; Hagiwara et al.
2020). This study included scanners from different sites,
operating on different software, used by different opera-
tors. Each of these factors causes variations in the imag-
ing process, affecting quantitative metrics. One strength
of this study is that the data were acquired in settings
similar to those used in clinical imaging (such as multiple
scanners, different sites, and different operators). Thus,
the resulting wCV and bias reflect the overall varia-
tion caused by these factors. The platforms used in this
study were relatively heterogeneous and included even
older scanner types, compared with previous studies that
mainly included high-end scanners (Kato et al. 2019;
Korzdorfer, Kirsch, et al. 2019).

This study had some limitations. Aged volunteer and
patient scans were not included, as is the case with
most traveling-subject studies (Korzdorfer, Kirsch, et al.
2019; Leutritz et al. 2020; Hedges et al. 2022). Perform-
ing test–retest scans on these individuals across mul-
tiple institutions is unfeasible and potentially unethi-
cal. Since older individuals and patients have different
brain microstructures and metabolic statuses compared
with those of young healthy volunteers, our findings in
relatively young healthy volunteers may not be directly
generalizable to scans obtained from older individuals
and patients; however, they could be a starting point
of using 3D MRF for obtaining brain regional relaxation
values and morphological information. Second, although
data were analyzed with 2 major brain segmentation
software packages, a comprehensive evaluation of all
possible segmentation algorithms and software versions
was not feasible. Only parcellation software can provide
a comprehensive set of regional values from MRI data.
Third, the repeatability and reproducibility of regions
containing the cerebrospinal fluid (e.g. ventricles and
brain sulci) were not evaluated because the technique
used was not designed to measure the parameters of
cerebrospinal fluid-filled structures. Furthermore, the
acquisition strategy used did not allow system imper-
fections (Korzdorfer, Jiang, et al. 2019) or magnetization
transfer (RP et al. 2020), and we did not use advanced
k-space trajectory correction methods (Berzl et al. 2017).
The artifacts seen in the 3 scans excluded from this study

were consistent with motion artifacts caused by invol-
untary subject-motion during the acquisitions. Using a
motion correction technique may improve the overall
robustness and performance of the MRF (Kurzawski et al.
2020). Lastly, all MRI systems in this study were from
the same vendor. Therefore, the results should not be
blindly extrapolated to pulse sequences and scanners
from different vendors.

This study showed the feasibility of 3D MRF for
simultaneous brain structure-wise morphometry and
relaxometry. Comprehensive test–retest scan analyses
demonstrated that 3D MRF-derived morphological
information and relaxation times are highly repeatable
at both 1.5 T and 3.0 T. Regional cortical thickness and
subcortical volume values showed high agreement and
low bias across 1.5-T and 3.0-T MRFs. Being able to
acquire a set of regional T1, T2, thickness, and volume
measurements of neuroanatomical structures with high
repeatability and reproducibility facilitates the ability
of longitudinal multicenter imaging studies to quantita-
tively monitor changes related to underlying pathologies,
disease progression, and treatments. We hope that our
research will enable the translation of simultaneous 3D
MRF-based relaxometry and morphometry into clinical
applications. Larger multicenter and multivendor studies
are required to take full advantage of quantitative
imaging to detect pathological changes in the brain.
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